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Francesco Piccolo was born in Caserta and
lives in Rome. He is the author of Scrivere è
un tic. I metodi degli scrittori (1994), Storie
di primogeniti e figli unici (1996), E se c’ero,
dormivo (1998), Il tempo imperfetto (2000),
Allegro occidentale (2003), L’Italia spensierata
(2007), La separazione del maschio (2008),
Momenti di trascurabile felicità (2010), Il
desiderio di essere come tutti (2013, Premio
Strega 2014), Momenti di trascurabile infelicità
(2015), L’animale che mi porto dentro (2018),
Momenti trascurabili Vol. 3 (2020). He has
written award-winning works for cinema,
theater and radio, and is a regular contributor
to the Corriere della Sera. He scripted the
tv series My Brilliant Friend, based on the
international bestseller by Elena Ferrante,
and the movie by Daniele Luchetti Momenti
di trascurabile felicità, based on his books.

Francesco Piccolo

L'ANIMALE CHE MI PORTO DENTRO
(The Animal I Carry Within Me)
In a world that has always been governed
by men, understanding males is the only
key to looking ahead.

Details
A novel, Einaudi, November 2018, 236 pages

❝ Merciless and moving, we keep
reading it, hungry for one more story
until the last page, until the last word:
that’s where everything begins,
like in all the great novels. ❞
TuttoLibri
❝ A book of rare freedom, fierce. ❞
Rivista Studio
❝ An extraordinary reflection of what
we are and we would rather not be. ❞
Corriere della Sera
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❝ It’s not a novel, it’s not an essay,
it’s not an autobiography, it’s a story
that creates the illusion of a reality
that is more real than reality itself. ❞
Il Foglio

How many things is a man made of?
Sensitivity, ferocity, eroticism and
romanticism, weakness, power. It is not the
old game of opposites, but the deep root
of one of the cornerstones of our society.
Francesco Piccolo recounts, as only he can,
the life of many through one.
The pains of love, even the most
devastating pain, sometimes end when
it’s lunch time: “I have said to myself, and
to humanity, with a single unconscious
gesture, hence instinctive, hence absolute:
I am hungry. And somehow, I also told
myself something that would stay with me
for the rest of my life: I can do it.”
The story is turbulent, serious, funny,
ruthless and sly. The material, as always,
is life. The object, a central nexus of the
world in which we live. If Il desiderio di
essere come tutti (Wanna Be Like Everyone)
was the story of the impact of politics on
the individual sphere (and vice versa),this
novel is about how to be a male – any
male as well as a specific one – in our
contemporary world. The need to belong
to the group and the risk of being an
individual, the school as a battlefield, the
link between brutality and fear, Sandokan
and Malizia, pimples and sex, love and
marriage, selfishness and tenderness: it
takes considerable courage to investigate
the depth of the masculine, that is, if it
exists.

❝ What I kept compressed inside me – during gym class or watching Maciste movies,
or some nights when I went to bed scared – was the anguish of having to prove I was a
man. To show it to everyone, every hour, every day, every week. And every time I did,
I had to take account of my inadequacy. In the end, I am an individual who carries a
group inside him, like a beast that continues to follow him. ❞

Foreign publishers
of Francesco Piccolo’s books
Albania (Fjala), Bulgaria (Ciela),
Croatia (Hena), Egypt (Beba Editions), France (Denoël),
Germany (Insel), Macedonia (KSC),
The Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek), Russia (Corpus),
Serbia (Laguna), Spain (Anagrama).
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Francesco Piccolo

A witty phenomenology of joyful living, an
international bestseller.

Francesco Piccolo takes the moments of sadness
that make up a life and composes them into a
wickedly funny portable encyclopedia.

Is it possible to be happy about other people unhappiness? What does Francesco Piccolo mean
when he describes with his wonderful way of
writing – part literature, part humor, part selfanalysis – his personal Moments of Negligible
Happiness? Moments that nest anywhere, ready
to pounce – moments that open your eyes to a
section of life not previously acknowledged.
A merciless catalogue of the usually unmentionable pleasures, tics and fragilities that are familiar
to all of us, sooner or later.

After the great success of Moments of Negligible
Happiness, Francesco Piccolo is back to his
light-hearted exploration of the moments that
make up a life, but this time he is taking them on
from the wrong side. He sifts through his days
to examine how each mishap, even the most
annoying, hides something priceless: a dazzling
sparkle of fun and vitality. Whether it’s sharing
an umbrella with someone, offering it up kindly
only to have both of you wind up soaking wet;
or admitting you don’t remember anything of
what you learned in school; or acknowledging
that children’s performances are tedious, and
that we do not love our children in the same
way, simply because each of them is different.
Every day each of us experiences thousands of
forms of negligible (though not insignificant)
unhappiness. But the doubt often arises that it
might be like a game of pick-up sticks: if I take
away the thing I like least from the person I love,
what I like best might also disappear.

MOMENTI DI TRASCURABILE
FELICITÀ
(Moments of Negligible Happiness)

Details
Einaudi 2010, 136 pages
Foreign rights sold in
Albania (Fjala), Bulgaria (Ciela),
Egypt (Beba Editions), France (Denoël),
Germany (Insel), Russia (Corpus),
Spain (Anagrama), Spain/Catalan (Univers),
The Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek).

Momenti di trascurabile felicità is now a film
directed by Daniele Luchetti and scripted by
Francesco Piccolo

❝ Piccolo has published delightful books.
Now he has surpassed himself. ❞
El Ideal Gallego
❝ Piccolo’s comic indulgence is just
as precise as his comic ruthlessness. ❞
la Repubblica
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❝ A book of wicked truths, and unjustified yet
authentic pleasures. Small and private,
but also universal. ❞
Vanity Fair

MOMENTI DI TRASCURABILE
INFELICITÀ
(Moments of Negligible Unhappiness)

Details
Einaudi 2015, 143 pages
Foreign rights sold in
Albania (Fjala), Russia (Corpus),
Spain and Latin
America (Anagrama), Spain/Catalan (Univers).

❝ It’s as if you adopt a microscope
for the visible reality: what is negligible,
even though you don’t realize it,
produces effects that are anything
but negligible. ❞
Raffaele La Capria
❝ Francesco Piccolo has a magic
touch, he makes you feel
that life is a serious thing, always,
especially when things are funny. ❞
Tiziano Scarpa
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Francesco Piccolo
MOMENTI TRASCURABILI
(Negligible Moments Vol. 3)

After the bestsellers Moments of Negligible
Happiness and Moments of Negligible
Unhappiness, Francesco Piccolo is back with
another collection of humorous snapshots
that reveal the preciousness of every little
fragment of our daily life.

Details
Einaudi 2020, 136 pages
Foreign rights sold in
Spain/Catalan (Univers).

The perfect quiet of your breakfast spoiled
by the bad mood of your teenager daughter,
and the sense of missing you feel having
breakfast alone in a hotel. Falling in love
with a girl only because she lives in your own
building. The day you understand, for the
first time, that having fun on New Year’s Eve
is not mandatory. The joy to watch a movie
with your son – even if it is Transformers 4
– and the instant when, while you are trying
to explain him what a phone box is, you
realize you are getting old.
There is something, in the quality of Piccolo’s
gaze, that expands the time of our days,
while lending us its lightness and vitality.
Until we ask ourselves if all of this is really
so negligible.

❝ Every single gesture, the flavors,
the air, the weather, the fabric, the
street, the person next to you, the
scent, the view, the wind, the door,
the smile. Everything, everything.
Life no longer ends, if you can
understand. ❞
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Francesco Piccolo
IL DESIDERIO DI ESSERE
COME TUTTI
(Wanna Be Like Everyone)

Foreign rights sold in
Croatia (Hena Com), Macedonia (KSC), The Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek), Serbia (Laguna), US (Metsphor).

“On June 22, 1974, at the 78th minute of a soccer
match, I became a Communist.”

Details
A novel, Einaudi 2013, 272 pages
Premio Strega 2014

❝ A twenty years long existential journey into the mistakes of politics. ❞
la Repubblica
❝ Piccolo gives voice to the individual and political feelings of a committed man. ❞
Corriere della Sera
❝ With sincerity and without any presumption, Piccolo shows us how to stay
here, in this world and in this country. ❞
Paolo Sorrentino
.
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It’s the 1974 World Cup, the historic quarterfinal
match pitting West Germany against East Germany. A ten-year-old boy sitting in front of the
TV with his father suddenly realizes he’s cheering for the wrong team. “While the stadium was
silenced, between my armchair and my father’s, a
small, invisible, scarcely understood wall started
to rise up as if we were in the center of Berlin.”
Each man lives at least one love story that lasts
throughout his life: the one with his own time
and country, his marriage (often stormy) between private and public life. The great challenge of this funny, very serious and provocative
personal and political novel is to tell about everything that contributes to making us who we
are. If it’s true that it takes a lifetime to become
ourselves, then when we look back we notice the
road is well signposted, a trail of insights, moments, shocks and mistakes: a procession of days
strung together.
Francesco Piccolo has written a book that is
both anomalous and foreboding, a novel about
the political left of our times as well as a tale of
individual and collective education. It will be
impossible not to recognize yourself in these
pages (either by affinity or opposition), as you
read about the words and things, the revelations
and difficulties of our personal history – with the
awareness springing from each page that everything matters.
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